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ART AND BUSINESS
Art and business : two words that brush together without ever meeting? Not in the thoughts and words of Aline Pujo. Since
her doctoral thesis, she has tackled questions related to collections, and her passion for “soft transmission” has made her the
top educator for companies, all to the benefit of the art world. Methods of looking at art, strategies for collecting art, reasons
for collecting art, strategies for preserving a collection’s commitment to art and quality: these are the lessons Aline Pujo can
effectively deliver to companies small and large, without ever forgetting that, first of all, companies are people. And this
“human capital,” which is good for speeches but often goes forgotten as soon as we start to think “corporate,” certainly lives
and grows through work and commitment, but also through beauty, mystery, discovery, and reflection. 

FACES OF REFLECTION
And to provide this, what better than art, which reflects us and makes us reflect? Maybe it’s this kind of reflection that
attracts Aline Pujo to portrait art. In her way of seeing other faces, of seeing even the landscape as a kind of face, there is a
kind of passion reminiscent of Emmanuel Levinas, who tells us that the face-to-face encounter contains many and
contradictory calls: to kill, to solidarity, to care, to responsibility before the other. Morality and mortality – a conjunction as
enigmatic as the constant attraction we all feel towards portrait art. For Aline Pujo: portrait photography and the evanescence
of moments caught in time; and video portraits, more allusive, more abstract, a portrait in movement, like Clerk by Turkish
artist Ali Kazma, a portrait she discovered, loved, exhibited, promoted – the portrait of a man at work, a man with incredible
dexterity spent only on an extraordinarily repetitive task. For a woman who looks to bring art into the workplace, while
promoting creativity at every corporate level and in every corner of our lives, Clerk was a symbol certain to catch her eye. 

INNOVATION, CREATION, TRANSMISSION
But art is also exploration and innovation. And innovation is what any company constantly strives for – when you hang works
of art in the office, employees will see them, respond to them, and maybe innovate in turn. “During my years as chairwoman
of IACCCA,” says Aline Pujo, “I witnessed a thrilling transformation: companies, once interested in supporting either
individual artists or art in general, began to build collections with a new idea in mind of the link between art collections and
education. Collections are now perceived as a potential source of connection between employees, an educational connection
that then builds even more connections. Creating products and creating art start to rub elbows, dialogue, and, sometimes,
tackle complementary challenges.” The magic word to open this dialogue? Transmission. Transmission of a passion,
transmission through ways of seeing. A form of transmission that comes naturally to her: to her son, Dimitri, she tries to
teach curiosity, diversity, and tolerance. “I’ve brought him everywhere since he was very little. I don’t use any specific teaching
method. I just ask him to look at things and try to take an interest. I think he has already caught the art bug, even if he
doesn’t know it yet…”

AND THE FUTURE
One of Aline Pujo’s most important and most rewarding objectives is to build a constant dialogue between art and business,
between innovation and creation, between specialists in contemporary art like exhibition curators and specialists in efficiency
like entrepreneurs, and between companies that collect art and major art institutions. Pursuing this goal, she grew the circle
of IACCCA members from seventeen founding members to forty total members today, from Japan and Brazil to Norway and
South Africa. And to breathe constant life into this utopia she holds dear, this utopia of organic relations between art and
business – a utopia already outlined a century ago by the Russian constructivists – Aline Pujo also works to lay the
foundations for an ethics held in common between these two seemingly separate worlds, to delineate the potential place of
art in corporate mediation, to ensure the continued life of these peculiar collections, and even to encourage interactions
between companies and museums… And of course she will succeed. Did she not already succeed, in her extraordinarily
discreet way, in convincing the MAC in Marseille to exhibit a large portion of the Neuflize Vie collection? For Pujo, nothing is
impossible. BARBARA POLLA

ART HISTORIAN ALINE PUJO, WITH EXPERIENCE AS A CURATOR AT THE MUSÉE D’ART MODERNE
DE LA VILLE DE PARIS, CUSTODIAN OF THE CAISSE DES DÉPÔTS ET CONSIGNATIONS
COLLECTION FOR 6 YEARS AND THE BANQUE NEUFLIZE OBC COLLECTION FOR 12,
CHAIRWOMAN OF THE IACCCA (INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CORPORATE COLLECTIONS OF
CONTEMPORARY ART), IS A STOREHOUSE OF KNOWLEDGE, ACADEMICISM, PROFESSIONALISM,
AND AN ENIGMATIC JE NE SAIS QUOI THAT DESTABILIZES ANYONE WHO HEARS HER MELODIOUS
VOICE TALK ABOUT ART AND BUSINESS. WHAT MIGHT THIS ENIGMATIC JE NE SAIS QUOI BE?
MAYBE HER WAY OF SEEING ART, HER CHOICES, AND HER PASSION: THE PORTRAIT. THIS WOMAN
WHO ADORES PORTRAIT ART HAS HARDLY A WORD TO DESCRIBE HERSELF. AND THOUGH SHE
KNOWS EVERYTHING, SEES EVERYTHING, GOES EVERYWHERE, AND EVERYONE HAS SEEN HER,
NONE CAN SUFFICIENTLY SUM HER UP: HER PRIVATE PORTRAIT HAS YET TO BE PAINTED –
EXCEPT MAYBE IN PRIVATE. SO LET’S TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT AN ENIGMATIC PORTRAIT…


